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Local Walks and Activities for all the Family

Summer 2020 will be
different to any
that has gone before.
Many of the activities and opportunities which are usually
available to local families won’t be happening this year. So the
Queen Edith’s Community Forum has produced this booklet of
local walks and activities, based on a different theme for each of
the six weeks of the summer holidays, to help stimulate you and
maybe introduce you to some parts of our area with which you
weren’t previously familiar. The walks are for all ages!

The inspiration for
the six themes

Our six themes are:

Trees

Creativity

Water
The Future

Paths
The Past

You don’t have to follow our sequence of themes, although the
Local Artists walk suggested in ‘Creativity’ is only available for
the weekend of 25th/26th July.
We hope that, across the six walks and activities, there’s something

comes from the writing of local author Rob Macfarlane.
Many young readers will have come across his wonderful book
‘The Lost Words’ – illustrated by Jackie Morris – which aims to
“keep everyday nature alive in the words and stories of children”.

here to suit everyone. Thank you to the groups and individuals who

Rob has also written extensively for adults on topics related to

and the environment.

exploration of the natural and man-made environment around us. My

Wishing you all a

favourites are ‘The Old Ways’ and ‘Underland’.

fantastic summer

Rob kindly donated funds from an auction of his works to support this

Sam
Davies

programme of summer activities and we in turn want to use it to help as
many Queen Edith’s families as possible to explore the opportunities in our
neighbourhood.
We’d love to see what you make and do in response to these suggestions –
send us a photo or a video clip, write us a message, paint us a picture and we
will post them on our Summer Gallery page at the Community Forum website
queen-ediths.info – email them to us at hello@queen-ediths.info

have contributed to the ideas. Most importantly,
whatever exploring you do, please do it
safely and with respect for other people

Queen Edith’s Community Forum

1: CREATIVITY

Public Art
walk
When a new housing estate
or employment site is built,
the developer often has to
commission some ‘public art’
which is supposed to relate
to the site in some way and
make it more attractive to
people using the space. The
stars here indicate some
local pieces of public art.
Can you find them? Do you
think they’ve achieved what
was intended?

The Marque

Homerton
Gardens
Homerton
College

Local Artists on display
Every July there are ‘Open Studios’ across Cambridge, where
artists invite the public to see their creations. This year they’re
called ‘Open Windows’, with art displayed in the windows of
houses. And just for the weekend of 25th and 26th July, from
2pm to 5pm on both days, there is also a smaller group focussed
around the Queen Edith’s and Coleridge areas where you can meet
the artists. Go for a walk or a bike ride and see how many you can
find. Who is your favourite artist and why?

Wulfstan
Way Shops

CRUK
Cambridge

CBC Public
Lawn

CBC Circus
& Piazza

Outpatients
Garden
Clinical
Research
Ninewells

Ninewells

More information about the artworks at queen-ediths.info/public-art

1: CREATIVITY

Activities

Older children

These are loosely grouped by age, but pick and mix whatever will work
for you and your family! Take care with small objects and sharp edges,
including the foil.

How about creating a zoo of animals modelled from tin
foil? The easiest one to start with is a duck. Roll a piece of foil
around your finger with the open seam up. Pinch together the
end by your fingernail to start making the duck’s head. Then
carefully remove the foil roll from your finger and pinch the
other end to make an upturned duck’s tail. Gently flatten the
bottom a bit and then it will float on the water.

Younger children
Make a wooden spoon person (or use any other kitchen
tool). You can decorate it with pens, paint, nail varnish,
pipecleaners, fabric, wool, moss – whatever you have lying
around. Maybe you want to make it look like you, or someone
in your family, or a friend, or it could be a completely made up
character.
When it’s finished, you can put it in your window or in front
of your house to wave to people walking by. Or you could
agree with your friends to put your spoon people together
and create a whole Queen Edith’s Spoonville community.
These already exist some in other English towns, in Scotland,
even Australia. You can read about them on the internet at
spoonvilleinternational.com

How about... making a film?
Cambridge Junction is inviting entries for its

Short Film Festival. Once you’ve made your film, you
can upload it to your own social media, using the hashtag
#BTLP and tag @CambJunction. They may select it to
share via their official channels, with new content posted
fortnightly on a Thursday.

Now you can start to experiment with making different
animals. You can tear into the foil to make 6 strips which
you can roll to make four legs, a head and a tail. You can
fold, bend and press together pieces of foil to make more
complicated shapes, like antlers for a deer or to put your
animal in a dramatic pose.
The bigger the piece of foil you start with, the bigger the
animal you can make. You can even cover your foil animal
in papier maché, let it dry and then paint it. There are lots of
YouTube videos to give you more ideas.

If you do not wish to share your film via social media but
would still like to enter your film for the festival, send it to
beth.bailey@junction.co.uk
You can find out more at queen-ediths.info/film
...where you can also access a video giving you
step-by-step tips on how to make a good movie at home.
The deadline to submit a film is 6pm on
Monday 31st August.

2: TREES

Beechwoods walk
This walk takes the route of the Roman Road from
Cambridge to Haverhill. Walk along the footpath
between two hedges beside Wort’s Causeway – be
very careful crossing Cherry Hinton Road at the
four-way junction. You will then start to climb up
to the chalk ridge of the Gog Magog Hills.
The Beechwoods themselves were planted on
arable land in the 1840s. Disease and gales have
taken their toll on the original beech trees but
saplings have sprung up in the gaps. Look out for
the carving of a wizard’s face in a tree trunk near
the entrance and listen out for woodpeckers.
Before the walk, you might like to listen to an
episode of BBC Radio 4’s ‘Ramblings’ with Clare
Balding and Robert Macfarlane as they take a
walk through Beechwoods nature reserves. You
can find it at queen-ediths.info/woods
along with more detailed notes for the walk.

Beechwoods

2: TREES

Rock Road
library

Suburban Tree walk
The Friends of Rock Road Library have
published a summer ‘Know Your Place’ trail
for several years. In 2019, they drew up
this tree trail for Queen Edith’s, exploring
notable specimens in the area. You can find
the detailed walking notes, as well as the
trees to identify, at
queen-ediths.info/trees

Younger children

Older children

Collect leaves of different colours and put them in a line

Keep a list this week of everything you eat/drink/use

Use a bunch of leaves tied to a stick as a paint brush and see
what patterns you can make. Do you get different patterns if
you use different types of leaves?

Watch the bats at dawn or dusk in Nightingale Park.

from the lightest to the darkest. Or see if you can collect leaves
in six different shades of green.

Make a yarn tree or a tree sculpture using

There are (at least) three species there:

a brown paper bag. To make a yarn tree,

•
•
•

cut out ‘tree trunk’ and ‘tree top’ shapes
from thick cardboard. Use wool to wind

2: TREES

which originally came from a tree or from the fruit of a tree.
How many items can you find? Find out where each type of
tree grows. What has travelled the least distance? What’s
travelled the furthest?

round the shapes, taping both ends on the
back. Then tape the two shapes together.
Now you can decorate with pompom fruit
or tissue paper flowers.

To make a tree sculpture, cut
2cm wide strips from the open
end to about half-way down the
bag. Open the bag and stand it
up. Twist the bottom half of the
bag into the tree trunk. Then
twist/bend/wrinkle the strips so
they poke out in all directions
like branches. Using glue, stick
coloured paper or real leaves to
your tree sculpture.

Common pipistrelle
Noctule
Serotine

Can you see where they are roosting? The Bat Conservation
Trust runs an annual survey at queen-ediths.info/bats
You might also spot other nocturnal animals.
How many tree species can you recognise? You can
identify them by using the height/shape of the tree plus its
leaves, bark, flowers and the fruit. Set yourself a target of at
least 10!
There’s a helpful guide to UK species on the Woodland Trust
website and a link to their identification app –
queen-ediths.info/identify

Parish Boundary walk
Just one walk here, although it’s a long one and
you could break it into smaller sections. If done
as a whole, the walk is about 9km.

3: PATHS

St John The
Evangelist
church

St James
church

Queen Edith’s consists of the two Church of
England parishes of St John and St James. This
walk follows the boundary of the parish of St
John the Evangelist on Hills Road, founded in
1891.

‘Beating the bounds’ is a centuries-old tradition,
aimed at reminding everyone of boundaries
that were important in their lives. Checking
the boundaries created a folk memory of the
extent of the parish and stopped neighbours
stealing land. During Rogationtide (the fifth
week after Easter) villagers, with the rector and
other local dignitaries, would walk the parish
bounds. The children would carry willow wands
to beat the boundary markers with, and in some
ceremonies children had their heads bumped on
boundary stones to imprint them firmly in the
memory! Although modern technology makes
this unnecessary, many English parishes still use
beating of the bounds as a walk to strengthen the
community and give it a sense of place.
You can find the detailed walking notes at
queen-ediths.info/stjohn

Younger children

Older children

Make a trail with leaves and sticks or flour for someone

Sometimes we get to know a place so well, because we live
in it or travel through it every day, that we can literally see
its map in our mind. But everyone’s version of that map will
be slightly different. Draw a map of your own local area
and put on it the areas of most interest to you. Then ask your
friends and family to do the same thing and
compare the results.

else to follow.

Create a barefoot trail. You have 7500 nerve endings in
your feet so give them some stimulation! You could try:

3: PATHS

•

•

•

Different textures
(rough bark chips,
shiny foil, hard
pebbles, soft rug,
squishy bubble
wrap, squelchy
cooked pasta). You
could even use Lego
pieces if you’re
feeling really mean!
Different
temperatures
(sunny paving
stones, cold coins
from the freezer)
Wet (water, shaving
foam) and dry
(sand, dried beans).

You could also do the walk blindfolded and add in extra stops
to find out how accurate your senses of smell, taste and
hearing are too.

You might also like to look at some examples
of local maps which people from across the
world have put together to illustrate their
neighbourhoods during lockdown. They’ve
used all sorts of different methods including
sketches, collages and pizza! Read the article
at queen-ediths.info/localmaps

What 3 Words is a project/web site/phone app

“addressing the world”. Every 3m x 3m square on Earth is
addressed by using just three words which will never change.
They are completely random combinations, for example, the
café on Wulfstan Way is brush.digs.oven and the post box
next to Fendon Road roundabout is liver.crowned.former.
If you go to what3words.com or download the what3words
app, you can track a walk which you’ve done or use the
addresses to make a route with checkpoints or questions for
someone else. What kind of tree would they be underneath at
adding.notice.void? What kind of building is at
super.panels.bench? It’s important to type the address
correctly or you could send people somewhere quite different
– super.panel.benches is in New Mexico, USA!

Cherry Hinton Brook
You can follow the Brook from the rear of
Cherry Hinton Hall, along the ‘Snakey Path’.
You will pass alongside the former chalk
pits now known as ‘Cambridge Lakes’. There
is currently no general public access to the
lakes but under the 2018 Cambridge Local
Plan, two of the lakes have been approved
for inclusion in a new urban country park,
although several conditions have to be met
first.

4: WATER

As the path meanders West towards Burnside/
Mill Road, you may spot water voles, grass
snakes and a variety of birds including maybe
even a little egret.
You might like to continue the walk up Mill
Road to the new Cambridge Central Mosque,
which has an octagonal stone fountain,
as running water is a vital element in the
Paradise Gardens.

Cherry
Hinton Hall
Park

4: WATER

Nine Wells Local Nature Reserve
Nine Wells is a historically important site containing several chalk
springs, which form the source of Hobson’s Conduit. Built in 1610, this
brought clean fresh water from Nine Wells to Cambridge, reducing
water-borne diseases (eg cholera). You can see a monument to its
sponsors in the far south-west corner.

Nine Wells
Local Nature
Reserve

Previously a Site of Special Scientific Interest, Nine Wells has been
diminished by water abstraction and by the encroachment of the
Biomedical Campus. There are plans for a busway to be built alongside
the railway in the next few years, but also for the reserve to be enhanced
and enlarged.
The arable fields on the way to the reserve host several endangered bird
species including grey partridges and skylarks. More detailed notes about
the walk can be found at queen-ediths.info/nature

4: WATER

Younger children

Older children

Make floating chalk prints – shave different colour

Make ‘water shadows’ using a hosepipe to spray

chalk sticks into a bowl of water, rest paper on top, remove
and dry.

Arrange different coloured Skittles sweets on a white
plate, pour on a small amount of water – the colours will start
to travel very quickly. Watch to see how they move about
the plate and what happens when they meet up with other
colours. Can you ‘paint’ a picture with this technique?
Make these rainbow bubble snakes using a plastic
bottle, an old sock and some bubble mixture:
queen-ediths.info/snakes
Create a frozen

dinosaur dig by

freezing toy dinos
(or any other small
waterproof treasures)
into a large plastic
container. You can
build it up with layers
over time. Then
excavate them using
salt water and ageappropriate digging
tools.

someone against the wall.

Build a water wall using recycled plastic pots/bottle/tubes
fixed with cable ties, stables or string to a vertical surface.
See how you can get the water to flow from one to another –
collect in a bucket at the bottom and go again
Make a water balloon pinata - hang up some filled
water balloons with strings of varying lengths. Take turns
swinging at the balloons – everyone who isn’t hitting is
advised to stand well back!
Here are other two projects you can make to cool you down:
•

A pool noodle sprinker: queen-ediths.info/spirals

•

A squishy water cushion: queen-ediths.info/cushion

We hope everyone is adopting reusable water bottles, but
if you happen to have plastic bottles waiting to be recycled,
they can be turned into works of art. You can start simply by
making these wind spirals...
queen-ediths.info/spirals
...but there is more here...
queen-ediths.info/bottleart
Finally, if you are feeling really adventurous (and have a lot of
water bottles), you can try making this water bottle raft.
Bon voyage! queen-ediths.info/bottleraft

Know Your Place
In 2016, the Friends of Rock Road
Library put together their first
‘Know Your Place’ quiz trail. It will
encourage you to look at the details
of the housing and shops which were
built in Queen Edith’s from the late
1800s onwards, as Cambridge city
spread southwards.

5: THE PAST

You can find the questions and other
historical notes at:
queen-ediths.info/quiz

Or... explore the Roman Road
As noted on the Beechwoods Walk, Wort’s Causeway follows the Roman Road to
the south of the city. This walk continues that ancient route. It would be great if
it joined up directly with the Beechwoods walk but unfortunately there is no safe
footpath onwards up the hill. You will either have to drive/cycle and park at the
top of the hill; or catch the 13 bus from Addenbrooke’s and get dropped off at
the stop at Wandlebury Country Park. You can read about the Roman Road at
queen-ediths.info/roman

5: THE PAST

Younger children

Older children

Recreate an old picture – it could be of your parents

Find the Capturing Cambridge website and see if
you can find your house or another one you know well. How
has it changed inside and out since it was first built? You can
find some visual clues by watching this:
queen-ediths.info/style

or grandparents when they were little, or one you’ve seen on a
website

Talk to older relatives or neighbours about their

memories of how the area has changed

Design a ‘village’ sign for Queen Edith’s like this one

which is at the entry to Cherry Hinton at the Robin Hood
junction.
What could you put on it that is special to Queen Edith’s?
Where would you want to put it where people could see it?

The oldest building in our area is Cherry Hinton Hall which
was built in 1839. See if you can sort these other distinctive
buildings in order of being built. What clues did you use?
Why were they built where they were?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rock Road Library, Rock Road
St James’s Church, Wulfstan Way
St John the Evangelist Church, Hills Road
Queen Edith pub, Wulfstan Way
The Perse School, Hills Road
Addenbrooke’s Hospital
Sun House, 23 Queen Edith’s Way

See how the area has changed by playing with

historical and current maps side by side at
queen-ediths.info/compare

Write one or more diary entries for a child your age
living through the summer holidays 100 years ago, 50 years
ago and 20 years ago. What would be different? What would
be the same? Think about how you would travel, how you
would spend your time, what the latest technology would be.

6: THE FUTURE

A Changing and Growing Area
The future of Queen Edith’s is very likely to see more housing
estates and more organisations moving onto the Cambridge
Biomedical Campus.
This walk helps you understand more about how quickly the
Campus is growing. From the Hills Road side of the Campus,
it’s hard to see exactly what’s going on here – which is that it’s
becoming a small town in its own right, with its own shops,
gyms, nurseries, and even one day its own train station. By
2030, over 30,000 people will work here every day!
The walk also encourages you to explore the most recent
housing estate built in our area – Ninewells, where the first
residents moved in back in 2015. How does it feel compared
to the older parts of the neighbourhood? What do you like,
what would you have done differently if you’d been making the
decisions about its design?
More detailed notes about the walk can be found at
queen-ediths.info/future

6: THE FUTURE

Everyone...
The future of Queen Edith’s is waiting to be created.
Draw a picture, make an advertisement, write a story,
create a map showing what you think that future will
– or should – be like. We’d love to see your ideas.
Email anything to Sam at hello@queen-ediths.com

Lost Words i-Spy
In The Lost Words book, there’s a list of ‘song spells’ about 20
creatures and plants which come together to make a kind of wild
dictionary. See how many of them you are able to spot locally.
Some of them are things which you can find very easily, others
will be much harder to track down. You might need to check
out a picture or a video first so you know what you are looking
for and where it’s most likely to be! And if you can’t find the real
thing around Queen Edith’s, maybe you can find an alternative –
a house or street name, or a dog or a cat or a person called after
it. Let us know where you’ve spotted them!
Here are the Lost Words:

Acorn

Heather

Otter

Adder

Heron

Raven

Bluebell

Ivy

Starling

Bramble

Kingfisher

Weasel

Conker

Lark

Willow

Dandelion

Magpie

Wren

Fern

Newt

Written by Sam Davies
Produced by Chris Rand
Thanks to Rob Macfarlane
Summer 2020
Online version with printable maps at
queen–ediths.info

Photo: Tree decoration in Gunhild Close

